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Body image in advertising 
 
Review update: Digitally altered images  
 
1. Executive summary 
 
In 2022, the Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP) and the Broadcast Committee 
of Advertising Practice (BCAP) published an interim statement, as part of their 
ongoing review on body image in advertising following an open call for evidence in 
2021.   
 
One of the policy areas for which CAP and BCAP committed to undertake further 
enquiry work, as set out in the interim statement, is the use of digitally altered 
images in advertising.  The objective was to gain an up-to-date understanding of: the 
nature of the techniques used to digitally alter images in ads, specifically how body 
parts or proportions can be digitally modified with such tools; any potential for body 
image related harms arising from the use of such images in advertising; and, as 
relevant, the advertising regulator’s role in mitigating such harms.  This included 
carrying out an in-depth evidence review, consideration of related 
requirements/practices in overseas’ jurisdictions (for example, in France, Israel and 
Norway), hosting a stakeholder roundtable and considering the potential to 
commission research.   
 
Today, CAP and BCAP are publishing an update about their progress, including the 
following next steps they have taken, and are taking, on this strand of their body 
image in advertising review:  
 

1. To resolve by Spring 2024, whether the existing protections in the Codes and 
guidance adequately address the potential harms arising from digitally altered 
body parts and proportions depicted in advertising.  This is included as part of 
the final phase in CAP and BCAP’s body image in advertising review (see 
Section 3 in the Interim Statement document). CAP and BCAP will continue to 
take an evidence-based policy making approach in their assessment;  
 

2. To convene a roundtable involving children and young people to help inform 
CAP and BCAP’s assessment under point 1.  To that end, CAP and BCAP 
hosted a youth roundtable in October 2023, and will report their findings from 
this action in full in Spring 2024; and 
 

3. To engage with members of the advertising industry to facilitate any wider 
considerations of industry initiatives intended to address potential harms 
arising from digitally altered body parts and proportions depicted in 
advertising.   

 
CAP and BCAP intend to publish the full outcome of their body image in advertising 
review in Spring 2024.   
 

https://www.asa.org.uk/resource/body-image-call-for-evidence-interim-statement.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/static/0c479f7b-e683-4f7c-82803c5fe0737811/Body-Image-Call-for-Evidence-Final.pdf
https://www.asa.org.uk/resource/body-image-call-for-evidence-interim-statement.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/static/uploaded/cb20c00f-b559-40a2-8b5677188511b45b.pdf
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2. Policy background 
 
As authors of the UK Advertising Codes, CAP and BCAP’s general policy objective is 
to set standards to ensure that all marketing communications are legal, decent, 
honest and truthful and prepared with a due sense of social and professional 
responsibility.  The protection of consumers against harms that can arise from 
advertising is at the heart of our regulation. 
 
The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), which independently administers the UK 
Advertising Codes, has generally considered complaints which raise body image 
related concerns under UK Advertising Code rules on social responsibility (CAP 
Code rule 1.3 and BCAP Code 1.2):  
 

Marketing communications must be prepared with a sense of responsibility to 
consumers and to society.   

 
The ASA has upheld complaints relating to the potential harm that can arise from 
negative body image in advertising.  For example, the ASA has ruled against: ads 
that feature models who were depicted as being unhealthily thin and suggested such 
physicality is glamourous or desirable; ads for cosmetic interventions exploiting 
individuals’ insecurities – particularly those of children, young people and vulnerable 
groups – about their bodies, including by suggesting they would only be confident or 
happy by undergoing these interventions; ads that suggested happiness or wellbeing 
depended on conforming to a particular body shape or appearance.  CAP guidance, 
Social responsibility: Body image, summarises the ASA’s position on those issues.   
 
In relation to the use of production techniques on images in ads, the ASA has mostly 
considered those complaints under the Code rules prohibiting misleading 
advertising.  The Code rules (CAP Code Section 3 and BCAP Code Section 3) on 
misleading advertising are underpinned by the prohibitions contained within the 
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (CPRs).   CAP guidance 
on Pre- and post- production techniques in cosmetic ads and Beauty and cosmetic: 
the use of production techniques advise that whilst techniques such as 
Photoshopping and social media filters are not inherently problematic in advertising, 
the use of such techniques on images in ads should not misleadingly exaggerate the 
effect that a product is capable of achieving.   In recent years, the ASA has ruled 
against a number of influencer ads on Instagram in which post-production 
techniques, specifically beauty filters, have been used to exaggerate the 
performance of cosmetic products (We Are Luxe Ltd, Skinny Tan Ltd, BPerfect Ltd, 
Charlotte Dawson).  
 
In 2019, the ASA investigated a number of social media ads, including influencer 
marketing, which promoted weight control products. Amongst other issues, the ASA 
considered that the ads promoted the body images and lifestyles of the featured 
influencers as desirable and aspirational and created the impression that it was 
necessary or advisable for those who were already slim to use the appetite 
suppressants advertised to lose weight. The ASA also considered that the 

https://www.asa.org.uk/type/non_broadcast/code_section/01.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/type/non_broadcast/code_section/01.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/type/broadcast/code_section/01.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/advice-online/social-responsibility-body-image.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/type/broadcast/code_section/03.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/type/broadcast/code_section/03.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/static/uploaded/ac36e7f4-d2e2-44df-8e70c3719566fb3e.pdf
https://www.asa.org.uk/advice-online/cosmetics-the-use-of-production-techniques.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/advice-online/cosmetics-the-use-of-production-techniques.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/we-are-luxe-ltd-t-a-tanologist-tan-in-association-with-cinzia-baylis-zullo.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/skinny-tan-ltd-in-association-with-elly-norris.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/bperfect-ltd-g21-1110608-bperfect-ltd.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/charlotte-dawson-g22-1160111-charlotte-dawson.html
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influencers’ waists in the ads had been digitally altered to look artificially thin that 
were not representative of their real body shapes, which was particularly 
irresponsible in the context of the ad.  The ASA concluded that the ads were 
irresponsible and banned the ads (Protein Revolution Ltd, BoomBod Ltd).   
 
 
3. Political and legislative context 
 
In November 2010, CAP and BCAP was asked by former MP Jo Swinson, on behalf 
of the Campaign for Body Confidence, to consider adopting several policies 
concerning the harmful effects of media images on body image and behaviours, 
including 1) prohibiting ads featuring digitally altered models from being aimed at 
under-16s and 2) introducing clear labelling of digitally altered models in all other 
advertising.   
 
At the time, CAP and BCAP published an evaluation of the studies provided by Jo 
Swinson against the first suggested policy objective.  In relation to the second 
suggested policy objective, CAP and BCAP understood at that time that further 
research on the effects of labelling ads that feature airbrushed images was 
underway and considered it was imperative that the research was available to them 
before they could reasonably assess the effectiveness of the proposed policy.   
 
The Women and Equalities Committee launched an inquiry in 2020, ‘Changing the 
perfect picture: an inquiry into body image’, and published its recommendations 
including a call on Government to bring forward legislation to restrict or ban the use 
of altered images in commercial promotion.   The Government’s response at the time 
stated that there was insufficient evidence to conclude legislation on digitally altered 
images would have the desired impact and further work was needed to build an 
evidence base to determine the best course of action to address this area.   
 
In 2020, Dr Luke Evans MP introduced a Private Members’ Bill – Digitally Altered 
Body Images Bill – which would require advertisers, broadcasters and publishers to 
display a logo in cases where an image of a human body or body part had been 
digitally altered in its proportions; and for connected purposes.  Dr Evans also leads 
on the #RecogniseBodyImage campaign, which includes a voluntary pledge that 
brands, charities and organisation sign-up to show they will not digitally manipulate a 
person’s body proportions in their images.   
 
In July 2022, the Department for Health and Social Care published its Women’s 
Health Strategy for England, which set out commitments to address the mental 
health and wellbeing needs of young women and girls, including tackling poor body 
image.  In addition to other measures (such as school curriculum material to promote 
positive mental health and improving access to eating disorder services), the 
Government acknowledged the possible link between digitally altered body image 
and mental health, including the potential harms.  The Government stated it would 
consider further proposals to tackle body image issues related to digitally altered 
images, such as mandatory kite marks, as part of the Online Advertising Programme 

https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/protein-revolution-ltd-A19-564759.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/boombod-ltd-G19-1018366.html
https://www.asa.org.uk/news/cap-and-bcap-statement-on-the-impact-of-advertising-on-body-image.html
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/cmselect/cmwomeq/274/27402.htm
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/cmselect/cmwomeq/274/27402.htm
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmwomeq/359/35902.htm
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2778
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2778
https://www.drlukeevans.org.uk/body-image
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/womens-health-strategy-for-england/womens-health-strategy-for-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/womens-health-strategy-for-england/womens-health-strategy-for-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/online-advertising-programme-consultation/online-advertising-programme-consultation
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consultation.  The Online Advertising Programme consultation, published in March 
2022, categorised ads that are seen to contribute to body image concerns as ‘legal 
but harmful’ ads. On 25 July 2023, the Government published its response to the 
consultation and its decision to instead focus on these two categories of harms – 
harms arising from illegal online advertising and harms towards children and young 
from ads for products and services that are illegal to be sold to them– in its plans to 
develop legislation to address the regulation of online advertising   
 
In August 2022, the Health and Social Care Committee (HSCC) published its report 
from its inquiry on the impact of body image on mental and physical health.  One of 
the recommendations from the inquiry report includes a call on the Government to 
work with advertisers to feature a wider variety of body aesthetics, and work with 
industry and the ASA to encourage advertisers and influencers not to doctor their 
images. The HSCC believes the Government should introduce legislation that 
ensures commercial images are labelled with a logo where any part of the body, 
including its proportions and skin tone, are digitally altered.  The Government 
published its response to the inquiry report in February 2023, which acknowledged 
the possible link between digitally altered body images and mental health and stated 
that DCMS is considering, through the Online Advertising Programme, how the 
Government should approach ads that contribute to body image concerns and will 
work with the ASA and the Incorporated Society of British Advertisers regarding the 
organisations’ roles in encouraging advertisers and influencers against doctoring 
images.   
 
 
4. Stakeholder roundtable  
 
As part of their enquiry into the use of digitally altered images in advertising and its 
potential harmful impacts on body image, CAP and BCAP hosted a roundtable 
discussion in June 2023 which brought together 15 stakeholders representing a 
range of expertise and backgrounds: advertising industry, media platforms, 
academics, NGOs, and policy makers.    
 
The roundtable attendees were invited to discuss: 
 

1. What is the extent to which advertising plays a part in contributing body image 
related harms through the use of digitally altered images?  Attendees were 
asked to have particular regard to the context of prevalent social media use 
and wide accessibility of digital alteration tools. 
 

2. Which groups are particularly vulnerable to these potential harms? 
 

3. What are the potential measures that could help impactfully address body 
image related harms arising from digitally altered images in advertising:   

a. Can advertising restrictions mitigate these harms? 
b. Are there interventions, beyond advertising restrictions, that can help 

mitigate these harms? 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/online-advertising-programme-consultation/online-advertising-programme-consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/online-advertising-programme-consultation/outcome/government-response-to-online-advertising-programme-consultation
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5803/cmselect/cmhealth/114/report.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-impact-of-body-image-on-mental-and-physical-health-government-response/the-impact-of-body-image-on-mental-and-physical-health-government-response-to-the-house-of-commons-health-and-social-care-committees-second-report-o
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c. What are the implications and challenges of these measures? 
 
Key summary of the roundtable discussions 
 
There appeared to be a wide consensus among roundtable attendees that there 
were significant concerns surrounding the use of digital alteration techniques in 
images, particularly on social media, giving rise to body image harms.  It was not 
easily discernible from the discussions the extent to which such potential harms 
could be attributed to advertising, but it is evident that many attendees considered 
advertising is, among others, a contributing factor.  During the discussions, children 
and young people have been highlighted as a demographic group particularly 
susceptible to the risks of negative body image generally, including from advertising, 
with many stakeholders citing findings from existing research.  Some attendees 
noted that in addition to girls and women, boys and men, other demographics such 
as older men and people from minority ethnic backgrounds, can also be impacted.    
 
The majority of the roundtable discussion was focused on the potential measures to 
address the body image related harms from digitally altered images in advertising 
and the implications of those measures.  It was apparent from the range of 
viewpoints offered by attendees that identifying the appropriate measures would be a 
complex task and that no single solution alone, whether related to advertising 
regulation or otherwise, would be effective and proportionate in mitigating the 
potential body image related harms from digitally altered images. 
 
Some attendees considered that advertising regulation could play a part in 
addressing the potential harms, but there were varying views on the appropriate 
intervention(s).  A number of potential regulatory measures were put forward by 
stakeholders: 
 

1. a prohibition on the use of digital alteration on images in ads; 
 

2. a requirement to label ads that feature images in which body parts or 
proportions have been digitally altered;  
 

3. the implementation of an evidence standard based on open-source data in 
implementing the second proposed intervention above. This standard would 
allow access to a history of any digital alterations carried out on an image 
used in ads; and 
 

4. a threshold-based digital alteration restriction which prohibits the use of 
significantly altered images that perpetuate body image harms based on 
appearance discrimination, relating to, for example, weight, age, key facial 
and body features. 

 
Some stakeholders noted the evidence base indicates that labels and disclaimers 
that disclose where body parts or proportions have been digitally altered in an image 
are ineffective and could, in fact, be detrimental to viewers by drawing further 
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attention to the altered body parts in the images1.  They further stated that the 
current evidence base suggested that featuring and depicting a diversity of bodies in 
images is greatly effective in addressing negative body image.   
 
Stakeholders were asked whether there were specific types of digital alteration 
techniques that could harmfully affect viewers’ body image perceptions, and whether 
in their view, there was potential for a threshold-based regulatory intervention in 
mitigating the body image related harms arising from digitally altered images.  Those 
stakeholders considered that if a threshold-based intervention was proposed, such a 
threshold could be straightforwardly defined; for example, a prohibition on the use of 
image-editing techniques in images that perpetuate harms based on wider societal 
appearance-based discrimination, such as weight stigma or colourism.   
 
Many attendees strongly cautioned that careful consideration must be given to any 
possible measures intended to mitigate the potential body image related harms from 
digitally altered images, and in particular, any proposed advertising restrictions, in 
order to avoid unintended consequences and disproportionate effects.  This was in 
view of the complexities in relation to:  
 

• how images in which body parts or proportions have been altered impact on 
viewers, including the different ways in which viewers may be exposed to 
such images in different media and in advertising;  
 

• the various purposes for which image editing techniques are used generally, 
including some which may not perpetuate negative body image perceptions, 
such as for comedic or horror effects;  
 

• the degree to which digital alterations of body parts or features would give rise 
to potential body image related harms; 
 

• how digital alteration would be defined in such proposed restrictions given the 
range of techniques; 

 

• the extent to which the harmful impact from digitally altered body parts or 
proportion in images can be attributed to advertising, in comparison to 
editorial content;  

 

• the evidence base evaluating the lack of, or short term, effectiveness of 
existing interventions, such as labelling (for example, similar to the legal 
requirements imposed in Norway2, France3 or Israel) or educational 
measures; and  
 

 
1 For example, Tiggemann (2022); McComb, Gobin & Mills (2020); Danthinne, Giorgianni & Rodgers 
(2020); Paraskeva, Lewis-Smith, & Diedrichs (2017), etc. 
2 https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-publikasjoner/Saker/Sak/?p=84478  
3 https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000032411563  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sciencedirect.com_science_article_abs_pii_S1740144522000559-3Fvia-253Dihub&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=9aZ1J_0sQxtt6ennz0-9RIH1w8L7N-mOsC5xreDgEyM&m=7GVe1WZV7pFobLFJyG4BHApnh56QT7_-RVwL6aEHhiUj9aK1v0YGITXmcPP0m6e9&s=Sarowm71Yvjp_Sn6n_eNd_uT07g8ZW0bWmNzGpylPaY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.sciencedirect.com_science_article_abs_pii_S1740144519302220-3Fvia-253Dihub&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=9aZ1J_0sQxtt6ennz0-9RIH1w8L7N-mOsC5xreDgEyM&m=7GVe1WZV7pFobLFJyG4BHApnh56QT7_-RVwL6aEHhiUj9aK1v0YGITXmcPP0m6e9&s=cZc94nDprEjhfR-ToJPfaKcAfF0a6k2zxJ9C4Zje9bw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__pdf.sciencedirectassets.com_272992_1-2Ds2.0-2DS1740144520X00039_1-2Ds2.0-2DS1740144520303697_am.pdf-3FX-2DAmz-2DSecurity-2DToken-3DIQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEFIaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQCrCn9fqFXXrb8oKAPfNLQUs4PHIKTrysRXnAFpRwApUQIgIaB1L6wlt6tUvwW9bGqCpg3b2aCA3qpInIm-252BJmptVqgqsgUIWxAFGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDAbHrnDffLJrgQ1J1SqPBf-252FGKJpyYDKbEvLuhXyb3eqRI5MN6ZRcxl88-252F-252BT2WAg0j74D83QBYllF7K-252BnJFWdiykbIvuXivLcgKa-252BxSJ-252FpX42BnnCEHx48Ti8N0zBzQuNyDZLT1zvGBpYasvF9W0Tf0NjPJCYtBRycm0rwmAZDod-252FJIzbDTkvBdvPJWhvU7cJ9jkGp1xRQWmQAj56Wo7Ln0rMO7tw1kdnQ5SamtuXEOtf8ETzFxv5XBSqjQ7WoVfFX-252BJk6jMrXdikTTSJS4h3dpjDEAQaa57Dv4MKHsQ4bZkPTETQr9oqauyUoVzGScvpFmAGnmoqBsS48XqjAfvvtBnBHIk-252B0W95B0tKR5S0RkK6gPk-252BkICLplUbL8DRsAN2U-252BCIA3Zch-252FsLYuecGfvDDXrrJtFlKqDbYKUtReTL5dwFA111y7WyY9M059QkJwlhUb9Gs3zmXqrGjIY7WEcj6QC05VCBQQpqYtsEkHQbcbSwN9o4a2mCPhFKlojeeX6Z3uO2faMShvjYqyoGtL36zTqzrMwQTpMTyiyKwoDgRy-252FMzLOQDFIoSJrhd1tC-252FeD3Q5Mc1mkL8DO-252FzHrsdtDYlWuTH10bRMv0h-252Bk4rdzLkNkMF50GpNA-252B6qhhb9-252FddcKbO7v7sYxFZsd9I4X-252BSVS6bCiIMFabH1kfdBsywi4FJ1wjc5-252FXh7-252BPD7yz-252FJHQkXAMC3m-252FE3c2NZ9AgYQuxibA4C0N8BUPE-252F1c8O5cC-252BDj0XmO-252BHRBp8fIB7ZumhovcuG6OW2nU2xj10vMMfBIle5-252BoMzeSQiBxM88t0zofv6qKSwhrKO7Rrea3r0KivA1li-252Bp1PHMl1d9M6N5a49rpOBYFqsj7s9inxBvW6g7skYhnTVJlbp3BsW967TecL6vuoMw2IX6qAY6sQG3jb2fJ-252FVdHB-252FcOqkmyBOXbn-252FIE2b3XIeczV4RQa9HE9g-252Binbl-252Fjse7fhskuQjve6T0LwAZs5HGlx4FGbiGXxnCW7iwUqYGIECN9BkjLG5Kpt38Wq-252FLJxziFJHvhRdnqgkeIGfaHzYVOqOLzvSyhiAdaTwLTG52ub7DS4SsTUIt8aTzeOZ5WFqRg7ok9iJZjOpJuIiBwpu1TGaLXXrW1j6XasvqW87wMfsCF7-252BtignJGA-253D-26X-2DAmz-2DAlgorithm-3DAWS4-2DHMAC-2DSHA256-26X-2DAmz-2DDate-3D20231005T104333Z-26X-2DAmz-2DSignedHeaders-3Dhost-26X-2DAmz-2DExpires-3D299-26X-2DAmz-2DCredential-3DASIAQ3PHCVTY3WPBLINK-252F20231005-252Fus-2Deast-2D1-252Fs3-252Faws4-5Frequest-26X-2DAmz-2DSignature-3D0b280db974bac6e1edb13907c639c924c858091c86f212b063eab2c0fc57e0be-26hash-3D8ac4c43092895c3f39125727ecb37e9f7e14ef061bad17d41a2c231c4c47634f-26host-3D68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__pdf.sciencedirectassets.com_272992_1-2Ds2.0-2DS1740144520X00039_1-2Ds2.0-2DS1740144520303697_am.pdf-3FX-2DAmz-2DSecurity-2DToken-3DIQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEFIaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQCrCn9fqFXXrb8oKAPfNLQUs4PHIKTrysRXnAFpRwApUQIgIaB1L6wlt6tUvwW9bGqCpg3b2aCA3qpInIm-252BJmptVqgqsgUIWxAFGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDAbHrnDffLJrgQ1J1SqPBf-252FGKJpyYDKbEvLuhXyb3eqRI5MN6ZRcxl88-252F-252BT2WAg0j74D83QBYllF7K-252BnJFWdiykbIvuXivLcgKa-252BxSJ-252FpX42BnnCEHx48Ti8N0zBzQuNyDZLT1zvGBpYasvF9W0Tf0NjPJCYtBRycm0rwmAZDod-252FJIzbDTkvBdvPJWhvU7cJ9jkGp1xRQWmQAj56Wo7Ln0rMO7tw1kdnQ5SamtuXEOtf8ETzFxv5XBSqjQ7WoVfFX-252BJk6jMrXdikTTSJS4h3dpjDEAQaa57Dv4MKHsQ4bZkPTETQr9oqauyUoVzGScvpFmAGnmoqBsS48XqjAfvvtBnBHIk-252B0W95B0tKR5S0RkK6gPk-252BkICLplUbL8DRsAN2U-252BCIA3Zch-252FsLYuecGfvDDXrrJtFlKqDbYKUtReTL5dwFA111y7WyY9M059QkJwlhUb9Gs3zmXqrGjIY7WEcj6QC05VCBQQpqYtsEkHQbcbSwN9o4a2mCPhFKlojeeX6Z3uO2faMShvjYqyoGtL36zTqzrMwQTpMTyiyKwoDgRy-252FMzLOQDFIoSJrhd1tC-252FeD3Q5Mc1mkL8DO-252FzHrsdtDYlWuTH10bRMv0h-252Bk4rdzLkNkMF50GpNA-252B6qhhb9-252FddcKbO7v7sYxFZsd9I4X-252BSVS6bCiIMFabH1kfdBsywi4FJ1wjc5-252FXh7-252BPD7yz-252FJHQkXAMC3m-252FE3c2NZ9AgYQuxibA4C0N8BUPE-252F1c8O5cC-252BDj0XmO-252BHRBp8fIB7ZumhovcuG6OW2nU2xj10vMMfBIle5-252BoMzeSQiBxM88t0zofv6qKSwhrKO7Rrea3r0KivA1li-252Bp1PHMl1d9M6N5a49rpOBYFqsj7s9inxBvW6g7skYhnTVJlbp3BsW967TecL6vuoMw2IX6qAY6sQG3jb2fJ-252FVdHB-252FcOqkmyBOXbn-252FIE2b3XIeczV4RQa9HE9g-252Binbl-252Fjse7fhskuQjve6T0LwAZs5HGlx4FGbiGXxnCW7iwUqYGIECN9BkjLG5Kpt38Wq-252FLJxziFJHvhRdnqgkeIGfaHzYVOqOLzvSyhiAdaTwLTG52ub7DS4SsTUIt8aTzeOZ5WFqRg7ok9iJZjOpJuIiBwpu1TGaLXXrW1j6XasvqW87wMfsCF7-252BtignJGA-253D-26X-2DAmz-2DAlgorithm-3DAWS4-2DHMAC-2DSHA256-26X-2DAmz-2DDate-3D20231005T104333Z-26X-2DAmz-2DSignedHeaders-3Dhost-26X-2DAmz-2DExpires-3D299-26X-2DAmz-2DCredential-3DASIAQ3PHCVTY3WPBLINK-252F20231005-252Fus-2Deast-2D1-252Fs3-252Faws4-5Frequest-26X-2DAmz-2DSignature-3D0b280db974bac6e1edb13907c639c924c858091c86f212b063eab2c0fc57e0be-26hash-3D8ac4c43092895c3f39125727ecb37e9f7e14ef061bad17d41a2c231c4c47634f-26host-3D68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.researchgate.net_publication_280906895-5FConsumer-5Fopinion-5Fon-5Fsocial-5Fpolicy-5Fapproaches-5Fto-5Fpromoting-5Fpositive-5Fbody-5Fimage-5FAirbrushed-5Fmedia-5Fimages-5Fand-5Fdisclaimer-5Flabels&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=9aZ1J_0sQxtt6ennz0-9RIH1w8L7N-mOsC5xreDgEyM&m=7GVe1WZV7pFobLFJyG4BHApnh56QT7_-RVwL6aEHhiUj9aK1v0YGITXmcPP0m6e9&s=h5hcob375IqZU2YZKdEEuUZLvt_162v_sBgucARh49w&e=
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-publikasjoner/Saker/Sak/?p=84478
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000032411563
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• in relation to more restrictive interventions – such as a prohibition on the use 
of digital alteration on body parts or proportions, or a requirement to label 
images in which body parts or proportions have been digitally altered – the 
potential for some influencers to feel pressured to undergo cosmetic 
interventions and negatively impact on their mental wellbeing. Such pressure 
may in turn also be felt by their followers.    

 
Some stakeholders considered that the advertising industry and media owners could 
take voluntary action and some already had, with tangible results.  Those included: a 
change in internal policy to no longer work with influencers who digitally alter body 
parts or proportions in their images; a platform policy stipulating that ads which 
pressure viewers to conform to an unrealistic or unhealthy body shape, or are likely 
to create body confidence issues, would not be accepted for placement; a call for a 
more diverse range of bodies to be featured in ads to counteract the harmful impact 
of the narrow set of body ideals that dominate the images in both media and 
advertising to which consumers are exposed; additional educational materials for 
children and young people on digitally altered images and body image can be 
developed.   
 
One stakeholder pointed to other ways in which CAP and BCAP may facilitate wider 
debate and considerations within the advertising industry in addressing concerns 
surrounding digitally altered images in advertising, such as in areas that fall outside 
the scope of CAP and BCAP’s regulation (for example, the diversification of 
representations and depictions of bodies in ads).    
 
 
5. Next steps 
 
CAP and BCAP would like to thank the attendees of the stakeholder roundtable for 
their insightful contributions and expertise.   
 
Following consideration of their evidence analysis to date and roundtable attendees’ 
range of viewpoints, CAP and BCAP have taken, and will be taking, the following 
next steps: 
 

1. To resolve by Spring 2024, whether the existing protections in the Codes 
and guidance adequately address the potential harms arising from 
digitally altered body parts and proportions depicted in advertising.  
This is included as part of the final phase in CAP and BCAP’s body 
image in advertising review (see Section 3 in the Interim Statement 
document)    

 
During the roundtable discussions, a stakeholder suggested CAP and BCAP 
should consider proposals to impose a requirement to label images in ads in 
which body parts or proportions have been digitally altered, similar to those 
required by law in other jurisdictions such as in Norway, France and Israel.   
 

https://www.asa.org.uk/resource/body-image-call-for-evidence-interim-statement.html
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As part of their work to date on this project strand, CAP and BCAP considered 
the current evidence base which evaluated the effectiveness of such labels or 
disclaimers.  The evidence base, which mostly involved sample groups 
comprising girls and women, suggested that such labels or disclaimers do not 
reduce the tendency in viewers of such images to compare their own 
appearance with the models depicted, even if they are aware that body parts 
or proportions in the image have been digitally altered.  Some studies further 
found that those labels drew the viewer’s attention more closely to the digitally 
altered body proportions or body parts than if the label or disclaimer had not 
been included, which could lead to the opposite of the intended effect.  CAP 
and BCAP’s understanding of the evidence base was reaffirmed by the 
academic stakeholders at the roundtable.    
 
Protecting consumers against potential harms arising from advertising 
remains at the heart of CAP and BCAP’s regulation and any regulatory 
interventions they implement must be proportionate and necessary.  On the 
basis of the available evidence, CAP and BCAP do not, at present, consider 
that a requirement to label ads with images in which body parts or proportions 
have been digitally altered would achieve the intended effect in mitigating 
potential harmful impact on viewers’ body image perception.    
 
CAP and BCAP note from the roundtable discussions the complexities in 
identifying an appropriate measure in tackling harms from images of digitally 
altered bodies, and acknowledge the caution expressed by roundtable 
attendees about the need for careful consideration in respect of proposals for 
potential regulatory changes.  They are also mindful that particular 
presentations or depictions of bodies in ads, whether or not those have been 
digitally altered, could equally result in detrimental effects on viewer’s body 
image perceptions.   
 
To that end, and in line with the primary objective of their review on body 
image in advertising, CAP and BCAP will continue assessing whether the 
existing protection in the Codes and guidance, and the ASA’s application of 
those, adequately address the potential body image related harms arising 
from particular body ideals depicted or presented in ads, including the use of 
digital alteration techniques.    
 
Accordingly, CAP and BCAP will continue to take an evidence-based policy 
making approach in such determination and in accordance with their 
principles on delivering regulation that is proportionate, consistent, 
transparent, accountable and targeted where action is needed.    
It should also be noted that the ASA has taken action against ads in which 
digitally altered images have been used that were misleading or irresponsible; 
they will continue to do so and will assess whether or not such ads are 
compliant on a case-by-case basis.    

 
  

https://www.asa.org.uk/static/uploaded/cb20c00f-b559-40a2-8b5677188511b45b.pdf
https://www.asa.org.uk/static/uploaded/cb20c00f-b559-40a2-8b5677188511b45b.pdf
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2. To convene a roundtable involving children and young people to help 

inform CAP and BCAP’s assessment under point 1.  To that end, CAP 
and BCAP hosted a youth roundtable in October 2023, and will report 
their findings from this action in full in Spring 2024 
 
CAP and BCAP note that children and young people have been highlighted by 
the stakeholder roundtable attendees as a demographic group particularly 
susceptible to body image harms more generally.  CAP and BCAP have 
received input from an NGO representing the interests of a particular section 
within this demographic during the course of their body image in advertising.  
To ensure, as far as possible, the whole range of perspectives from this group 
are taken into account, CAP and BCAP decided to convene a separate 
roundtable for children and young people to inform their determination above.  
 
The youth roundtable, facilitated by Girlguiding and Childnet, took place in 
October 2023.  During the discussions, young participants aged between 14-
17 shared comments about their own experiences and observations, and 
those of their peers, on the use of digitally altered images in advertising, as 
well as on broader questions about the potential body image related harms 
arising from advertising, particularly on social media.  On digitally altered 
images in advertising, the participants felt that age and level of maturity, as 
factors, would affect the ability of young people to easily recognise whether an 
image had been digitally altered, as well as the potential impact of seeing 
such images on their body image.  This was in addition to the ease and 
sophisticated nature of digital alteration tools available at present. 

 
CAP and BCAP will publish a fuller set of insights from the youth roundtable 
as part of their additional communications on body image in advertising 
review planned for Spring 2024. 

 
3. To conduct engagement with members of the advertising industry to 

facilitate any wider considerations of industry initiatives intended to 
address potential harms arising from digitally altered body parts and 
proportions depicted in advertising.   

 
CAP and BCAP note that some stakeholders at the roundtable called for a 
greater diversity of bodies to be depicted or represented in ads more, as a 
means to mitigate the detrimental effects on body image from digitally altered 
bodies shown in ads and media more generally.  The UK Advertising Codes, 
and the ASA’s enforcement of the Codes, do not impose requirements or 
quotas to include a diverse range of bodies in ad depictions.  However, CAP 
and BCAP consider the insights surfaced during this project strand may help 
inform any relevant initiatives or wider considerations within the advertising 
industry. 
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CAP and BCAP intend to publish the full outcome of their body image in advertising 
review in Spring 2024.   


